It is recommended to use PluginMediaPlayer which is bundled in Tiki.

Mod Flowplayer

Flowplayer is a Flash media player. You can use it on your HTML pages to play video files. "It is your personal YouTube". This plugin displays an flv (flash video) file with controls.

The flowplayer itself has support for multiple media

- video: FLV, H.264 coded MP4
- image: JPG and PNG
- audio: MP3 is not currently supported.

Other formats such as mpg, mov, avi and wmv are also supported but they must first be converted to FLV, or to a H.264 encoding. H.264 offers the best video quality in smallest filesize. See demos of Flowplayer for more information.

Install

See Mods Admin for instructions on how to install a Mod.

Usage

Once installed, you will see some new lines under the Wiki "edit > wiki help > Show Plugins Help":

```php
{FLOWPLAYER(video_file=url_to_flv_video, config_file=url_to_flowplayer_js_configfile, player=standard|longplay|skinnable, autoplay=true|false, title=text, width=pixel, height=pixel)}{FLOWPLAYER}
```

Example

If this Mod is related to a plugin, the following code,

```php
{FLOWPLAYER(video_file=url_to_flv_video, config_file=url_to_flowplayer_js_configfile, player=standard|longplay|skinnable, autoplay=true|false, title=text, width=pixel, height=pixel)}{FLOWPLAYER}
```

Would produce:

( screenshot needed)

Related pages

- Mods
- Mods User
- Mods Admin
- Mods Details
• Mods List

• Multimedia
• Mod xspf_player
• http://flowplayer.org/player/index.html